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Email users, expecting privacy, risk
embarassment, lawsuits, and worse.
Suzanne P. Weisband and Bruce A. Reinig

Why do email users perceive their communications
to be private when email provides virtually no safeguards against privacy violations?1
The ethical and legal controversies regarding
email are increasingly debated by computer professionals, philosophers, politicians, journalists, and
legal experts. Much of the debate focuses on employee
expectations of privacy in their communications and
their employers’ need to control and monitor the
flow of information in the workplace. In most organizations, employees reasonably expect their communications to be private. They expect that a
conversation in an office with the door closed is private; they expect that a letter in a sealed envelope will
not be opened by those not authorized to do so. Telephone conversations are also typically perceived as
private—unless callers are told the phone is being
monitored. But email messages are not private. Managers can legally intercept, monitor, and read
employees’ email [19, 23].
So why the perception of privacy? Is it because
users view email in the same way they view a sealed
letter? Or are they naive about computer technology?
Have managers adopted explicit email policies
informing employees their email can be monitored
1
The issues of email privacy are analogous to voice mail technologies. This
article focuses on email
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or that it is monitored? Is it that email is mostly textbased—with few social cues and reminders of its audience—that makes it easy for people to disclose
private information? Or perhaps the social etiquette
of computer-mediated communications encourages
people to share their ideas and feelings, regardless of
the consequences?
These questions illustrate the complexity of email
privacy in organizations (see Figure 1). The issue of
privacy violations when using email is much more
complex than whether a company monitors its
employees’ messages. The problem is that users grossly overestimate their expectations of email privacy.
For example, Rhonda Hall and Bonita Bourke were
fired from their jobs at Nissan Motor Corp. in 1990
when management discovered they were receiving
sexually suggestive email messages. Nissan’s lawyers
argued successfully that the company owned the system and had the right to read anything in it. In 1991,
Los Angeles police officer Laurence Powell sent the
following email message to
a friend after the Rodney
Figure 1. TechKing beating: “I haven’t
nological, manbeaten anybody this bad in
agerial, and social
a long time” [12]. Hall and
factors influencBourke got in trouble for
ing perceived
messages they received;
email privacy
Powell got in trouble for a
message he sent.
This article offers a num-

ber of theoretical explanations for why people falsely
view email as private:
• User experience with and understanding of technology may support the notion of email privacy.
Technology factors include hardware and software
features, including interface design. The act of typing in a password may also reinforce the perception that messages are not readily accessible by
anyone other than the sender. Similarly, the interface design of the email system may give the
impression no one is watching.
• Management policies influence user perceptions
of privacy. Organizations that fail to articulate an
email policy to employees may lead users to
believe they can say what they want. Organizations
that explicitly stipulate email monitoring practices
reduce the frequency of inappropriate messages,
especially when the policies are routinely
enforced. An organization’s social context influences management policies. The type of work it
does, the organizational goals, and social, political,
cultural, and economic factors all influence the
email policies adopted by management [14].
• Like any other computer-based information technology, email can have secondary social effects [20].
Email’s social effects include increased access to
other people and new ways of communicating with
them. Because email is text-based, it involves fewer
social-context cues, such as clothing, demeanor,
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and nonverbal behavior. Lacking social cues, people communicating electronically may forget the
nature and size of their audience, making them feel
psychologically secure in their communication. This
sense of security may increase users’ perception of
privacy, allowing them to speak more openly, saying
things through email they would not say to people
face-to-face or on the telephone [21]. Open communication behavior reciprocated by others further
reinforces the belief that email is private.
Ethical Consequences of
Unfounded Expectations of Privacy

The apparent false perception of privacy that users
have about their email has led to a number of ethical
controversies, most due to what James Moor, a professor of philosophy at Dartmouth College, calls “policy and conceptual vacuums” about email in
organizations [14]. Managers dealing with new choices about defining acceptable communications,
whether to monitor email, and how to interpret legal
guidelines, lack ways to make such choices.
Defining acceptable electronic communications
may have ethical consequences. For example, managers have been known to implement email policies
on the assumption that they can distinguish between
business and personal messages by restricting the
social dimensions of email. The Los Angeles Police
Department had such a policy [12], although Powell
was probably not reminded of it when he wrote of
beating King. Research has shown the difficulty of
separating work-related messages from nonworkrelated messages since many such messages contain
social and personal news [4]. The inability to differentiate acceptable from unacceptable becomes especially problematic when users communicate with
people outside their own organization. Some network cultures, like universities and Internet communities, typically permit an open exchange of work and
nonwork related messages, possibly conflicting with
organizations that have different, more conservative
social norms. The transparent boundaries in computer networks make it almost impossible to track what is
an acceptable message, who receives it, and where the
receivers are located.
Right-to-Monitor Policies. Some organizations
actively monitor the messages employees send to
one another, maintaining that such access is necessary to properly administer the system. For example,
Nordstrom Department Store’s policy states “email
is a company resource and is provided as a business
communications tool. Employees with legitimate
business purposes may need to view your email messages. It is also possible that others may view your
messages inadvertently since there is no guarantee
of privacy for any email message.” It then urges
employees to use good judgment when using the
email system [15].
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While right-to-monitor policies have been upheld
in court [23], unwanted secondary effects can
include increased distrust between managers and
users, in turn leading to lower morale and work
productivity [9]. For example, when, in 1993, a federal judge ordered the White House and other federal agencies to preserve their email records for the
National Archives, government officials took the
order to mean that email was no longer safe and
were reluctant to use their systems for routine work
communication [8].
Hands-Off Policies. Other organizations follow a
hands-off policy. According to Goode and Johnson [7],
Citibank, General Motors, McDonnell Douglas, and
Warner Brothers are supportive of their employees’
email privacy and do not access their electronic messages. Markus [13] described one organization’s use of
email as being its primary medium for communications, preferring it over the telephone and face-to-face
discussions. In this sense, there are few, if any, restrictions on communications content. But organizations
that take a hands-off approach, permitting any communications to take place electronically, might still be
liable when employees use improper or discriminatory
language on the company’s network. Email policies
that support privacy cannot legally guarantee it.
No Policy. Most organizations have no formal or
explicit policies regarding management’s access to
email [17]. If employees are unaware that email
messages can be intercepted and read, they behave
as if it were a private communications medium. Consider the case of Robert Isaac, the mayor of Colorado Springs, who routinely examined hard copy
printouts of the email messages sent and received by
City Council members. The City Council had no
idea its email was being monitored, and the members might have communicated differently if they
knew the mayor was reading it [23]. Having no
email policy is likely to create more ethical problems
than having a bad email policy—assuming that
employees are aware of the policy.
Legal Interpretations. Few employees know they can
be held legally accountable for messages they send to
others, as well as for messages they receive. Unlike
telephone calls, email messages are treated as documents that, once retrieved, can be used as legal evidence. Ethical consequences arise when legal action
is taken against individuals for communications they
thought were private. For example, Oliver North and
John Poindexter decided to use email for much of
their correspondence in organizing and dispensing
billions of dollars in loans to Iraq. They were
undoubtedly shocked to find their email messages
used as legal evidence against them. The same thing
can happen to people who purportedly know better.
Eugene Wang worked at Borland International, Inc.,

user
a software manufacturer, when he used email to
allegedly send trade secrets from his current employer to his new employer [17]. Wang was caught when
someone read his email, and his messages are being
used as legal evidence against him.
Factors Contributing to Perceived Email Privacy

These examples of organizational email policy illustrate the apparent lack of rules or conventions regarding the use of email. Failure to develop such policies
may be due to managers’ inexperience or lack of
knowledge of what policies ought to be implemented.
An email policy must address several questions:
• Should email be treated as a private communications medium?
• Should email be used only for work-related messages?
• If email offers no reasonable expectation of privacy,
how can user expectations be changed while
encouraging use of the technology?
Answers require an understanding of the technological, managerial, and social factors that influence user
perceptions of email privacy.
Technology. User perceptions of email privacy may
be influenced by technology factors and the naive
belief that computers are protected and secure. The
act of logging on with a password may lead users to
think their email messages cannot be accessed by anyone other than themselves. Similarly, users who think
messages are erased when they type “delete” may be
unaware the technology is capable of storing backups
of their email messages. Several highly publicized
email privacy cases were triggered when users were
ignorant of system back-ups [18, 19].
As users gain experience with computers, they learn
that passwords are fallible and that system administrators can access their accounts. Figure 1 shows that

perceptions

interface design. System features can include software
programs that filter the overload of email messages or
respond to usability issues. But system designers can
also address user perceptions of privacy through interface design [2]. Text-based email systems provide
fewer social cues, reducing social reminders of the
intended audience and possibly reinforcing the illusion the communication is private [20]. In contrast,
email systems that provide a rich array of social cues
are more likely to remind users their communication
is not completely private. For example, social information about the communication participants can take
the form of either a video icon or a message reminding the user that a particular user or group of users will
read this message. Such information can remind users
of the audience they are communicating with. Other
interfaces can include an icon of a file drawer to
remind users their email is kept in a file.
The efficacy of interface reminders alerting users
of monitoring activities is not well established. Yet
without them, management policies may be ignored
or forgotten because people maintain their belief that
computer interactions are private. Moreover, interface designers should remember their designs may
have secondary effects. For example, a constant
reminder that users’ email is monitored may dramatically change the social structure and culture of the
network. People may be more careful about the
groups (bulletin boards and distribution lists) they
join and the people with whom they communicate.
Management Policies

Given the Internet’s increasing media attention and
the need for businesses to get connected [22], most
managers probably bought email systems without
thinking carefully about policies for using them. Such
decisions illustrate the policy vacuum surrounding
email and suggest that managers’ adoption of email
policies is influenced by a number of factors. Figure 1
lists four factors associated with these policies. One

Users learn that passwords are fallible and that
system administrators can
access their accounts.
users learn through experience and education to be
aware of the privacy risks associated with email and
modify their behavior accordingly. Others may turn to
encrypted software to ensure their privacy. Through
encryption, users can encode messages so that only the
intended recipient can read them. Effective encryption might, in theory, protect individuals. But unless
encryption is implemented automatically and routinely, users might ignore it, thinking it unnecessary [10].
Technology factors associated with perceived privacy
risks may also require changes in system features and

important consideration is how managers view email
benefits and costs. Managers focusing only on the productivity benefits of email may fail to anticipate the larger social consequences. Experience with previous email
systems may also influence management’s decisions
about email policy. For example, managers with positive experiences make different choices from managers
who fear or question email use. In addition, management style is likely to influence local managers’ policy
decisions. Managers who encourage open communication and participative decision making presumably do
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM
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not make the same email policy choices as managers
who tend to be suspicious of their employees.

only receive messages. Editors, on the other hand,
could still use email to send and receive messages [21].

Perceived Benefits. Table 1 lists some of the benefits and costs associated with email software for private communications. Benefits include cost savings,
efficiency, documentation, access to resources, and
monitoring. Email is viewed as cost-effective because
it is much cheaper to send electronic messages over
long distances than it is to make telephone calls or
send faxes. It is also perceived to be an efficient
form of communication because it avoids telephone
tag, is faster than the U.S. Postal Service, and users
can send messages to hundreds of people as easily as
they can to one person. With email, managers can
document and store their correspondence with others, keep track of their work flow, and evaluate
employee performance. Managers and their
employees also gain access to information resources
in the form of archives and databases, as well as to
each other. We cannot rule out the possibility that
management’s decision to buy email systems is due
in part to its ability to monitor employee communications to identify inappropriate behavior and
breaches of company policy.

Experience. Like their employees, managers have varying experience with email. Those without computer
communications experience may be unaware of the
need to have an explicit email policy, or they may
implement policies without thinking of the larger social
context in which email is used. Doing so, they overlook
the need to inform their employees of company expectations regarding employee email, setting up a potential conflict between user expectations of privacy and
management’s productivity goals. Managers’ email
policies may also be influenced by their email experience. The decision to shut down Computer Associates’
email system was mostly the result of Wang’s negative
experiences with email [24]. Positive experiences with
email may be reflected in policies that support its use
for all communication activities [13].

Perceived Costs. How people use email in organizations does not always conform to management’s
expectations of how the organization thinks it should
be used. At times, the perceived benefits of increased
productivity and efficiency are affected by such
unforeseen social costs as unwanted or inappropriate
forms of communication, as well as by too much communication. Management then implements email
policies to reduce these potential costs. For example,
to reduce offensive or frivolous email, management
may explicitly monitor employees’ email to catch
those who use the medium inappropriately.
When email messages proliferate faster than people
can read them, users become overwhelmed by the files
in their electronic mailboxes, and managers worry

Management Style. Email policies and communication privacy considerations may also depend on
management style. Managers who tend to trust their
employees would be less likely to monitor messages
than would managers who tend to be suspicious of
their employees. Some managers believe it necessary to control employees’ work performance,
micromanaging every job responsibility; other managers prefer to delegate responsibility, granting
employees freedom to manage themselves. This suggests that individual management styles influence
email policies in different ways.
After email policies are adopted, user perception
of privacy is influenced by their enforcement, as well
as by their explicitness (see Figure 1). To avoid catching email users off-guard, policy enforcement is especially important if users think their communication is
private. With few social reminders, email provides an
opportunity to write things that may later be deemed
regrettable. Enforcement and explicitness of a company’s email policy is critical to ensuring that employ-

Why do people disclose personal and sensitive information
on a computer? Mainly, it is psychologically easier
to self-disclose when no one is looking.
employees are not getting their real work done. For
example, Charles Wang, Chairman of the Board and
CEO of Computer Associates International, shuts down
his company’s email system five hours a day to discourage frivolous emailers [24]. Management policy to control inefficient email includes restricting the kinds of
messages that can be sent. In an extreme case, the management of the New York newspaper Newsday wanted to
prevent reporters from spending too much time on the
system and modified its software so reporters could
44
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ees are not only aware of the policy, but follow it.
Failure to do so reinforces the perception that no one
is watching.
As Figure 1 shows, management policies and
decisions are implemented in an organizational
context. That is, the social norms and values and
the organizational culture influence adoption of
email policies. Some organizations, such as universities and research centers, encourage freedom of
expression and value diversity of opinion. Other

user

perceptions

organizations are more cautious about the kinds of out the reminders of an audience, users become less
communication they permit. Such communication constrained by the norms of conventional behavior
policies as restricting personal phone calls or fol- and develop social norms appropriate for the particulowing proper communication channels can be lar technology. The phenomenon of “flaming” in elecfound in many government agencies, as well as in tronic discussions suggests people lose their fear of
other bureaucratic organizations. Companies con- social sanctions and criticism due to limited reminders
cerned about protecting trade secrets legally bind of conventional human interaction [21]. In her study
their employees from revealing
secrets they learn at work. As
employees become socialized to
Table 1. Perceived benefits and costs of using email
these organizational norms and
values, the organizational context
Benefits
provides an important determi+ Cost Effective (cheaper than telephone/fax/mail)
+ Efficiency
nant of how people perceive com• Reduced telephone tag (speed)
• Asynchronous
munications privacy in general and
• Group distribution lists
• “Open channels” to everyone
email privacy in particular.
+ Documentation (organizational memory)
Social Effects

• Storage
• Workflow tracking
• Back-up
• Performance evaluation
+ Access to Resources
• Information (databases and archives)
• People (knowledge and expertise)
+ Monitoring
• Improved scrutiny of employee communications
• Gauge productivity and workflow
• Give employees managerial feedback

The organizational and social contexts of all communications influence not only user perceptions of
privacy, but also how users use the
various media [5]. By increasing
Costs
access to other people and by creat– Offensive communication (flaming)
ing new ways of interacting with
• Open communication leads to inappropriate behavior
them, the social effects of email
– Frivolous Use (playing and socializing)
• Email is fun and self-absorbing
directly affect the way people make
• Real work is less important
sense of their personal experience
– Information Overload
[5]. Assimilation of other people’s
• Email becomes dominant form of communication
behaviors and attitudes gives mean• Organizational norms encourage employees to read all messages
• Email is difficult to organize and manage
ing to the events email users experience on the network. Since the
interpretation of email messages is
subjective and socially constructed, communication of “Drugcorp,” Shoshanna Zuboff, a professor at the
on the network results in different perceptions of Harvard Business School, quoted a respondent as sayemail privacy for both individuals and organizations. ing, “When I discuss something on DIALOG, in the
How do email’s social effects influence user percep- back of my mind I know somebody else is going to hear
tions of privacy? Research suggests new computer com- it, but it isn’t as obvious as if we were all in one room.
munication technologies can change the social It’s like I know the tape recorder is running, but I kind
constraints on communications by reducing the social- of block it out” [25]. Thus, with few reminders of who
context cues—information about social hierarchy, they are communicating with, people believe they are
social differences, relationships, and the personal free to express themselves and to self-disclose, perceivmeaning and implications of interaction [20]. Because ing they have more privacy than they really have.
email users typically do not see the person or persons
with whom they interact, email reduces self awareness Self-Disclosure. Why do people disclose personal and
and makes people believe they are more anonymous. sensitive information on a computer? Mainly, it is psyThe result can be more open discussions in the chologically easier to self-disclose when no one is lookexchange of email messages. Figure 1 shows how these ing [11]. Psychology experiments examining the
social effects influence media use. Email creates the effects of self awareness on self-disclosure have found
perception of privacy through social norms, mutual that intimate self-disclosure is unpleasant for subjects
self-disclosure, and development of interpersonal ties. disclosing in the presence of a large mirror, as compared to subjects who disclose without a mirror [1].
Social Norms. Media use is influenced by social norms. This research concludes that reduced self awareness—
Social cues regarding appropriate media use may be by taking away the mirror and the audience—redirects
embedded in the norms of a particular group or with- people’s attention from their weaknesses and faults,
in an entire organization. For example, in a study con- making them feel safe saying what is on their minds.
ducted by Markus [13], social norms directly
Moreover, there are social benefits from self-discloinfluenced the organization’s use of email, and also sure derived from the reactions of other people. Many
affected its use of other communication media. With- types of social support can be provided through selfCOMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM
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disclosure in a relationship, including esteem support,
informational support, instrumental support, and
motivational support [3]. The growing number of bulletin board systems and online computer conferences
offering social support attests to the ease and low cost
of discovering people with common interests.
Interpersonal Ties. Self-disclosure, especially of a personal nature, figures prominently in development of
interpersonal ties [6]. Self-disclosure occurs as part of
ongoing social interactions between participants who
determine jointly what, when, where, and how they
communicate with one another, including whether to
self-disclose. With reduced social-context cues, and the
relatively low cost of meeting people with similar interests, email can increase the number of potential ties
available [16]. As interpersonal ties develop, the opportunity for mutual self-disclosure also increases. And as
more people mutually self-disclose, the more knowledge they have of each other and the greater their
investment in each other’s well-being and efficacy [6].
Although some online communities, including
bulletin board systems and company distribution lists,
have developed strong social norms of behavior,
behavior in electronic situations remains quite varied. Due to the uncertainty about what is appropriate
communication etiquette, people learn the social
norms attached to the technology through observation and imitation. When employees observe the
exchange of what seems to be rather private disclosures of others or the open expression permitted on
the network, they may believe that such personal
communication is the norm, not the exception.
Consider the increasing number of businesses entering the Internet [22] through which employees are subject to diverse communication behaviors, not all of
them tasteful or acceptable. Ethical controversies on
the Internet include the definition of appropriate content, freedom of electronic speech, and whether and
how communications should be policed or censored.
We are still working to define the social norms of computer-mediated communications, and organizations
without rules and norms for using email have difficulty
guiding user behavior. Perhaps as people become more
familiar with the technology, social norms will stabilize
and management policies will be more effective.
Conclusions

Perceptions of email privacy result from three factors:
• Technology and users’ knowledge and experience;
• Management policies in an organizational context; and
• The psychological effects of email that encourage
self-disclosure, development of interpersonal ties,
and new norms of social behavior (see Figure 1).
As long as email has few social cues and seems
ephemeral, users may communicate more openly
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and with less discretion than they would otherwise.
The implication is that employers are obliged to
inform and educate users about their specific email
policies, as well as about technology factors and computer security issues. Employees must learn that passwords do not prevent others from accessing
computer accounts and that backing up electronic
files is standard practice. Employees should also
understand the legal implications of email privacy so
they are not surprised when messages they send or
receive are used to document some undesirable
behavior. Interface design issues could address this by
reminding users that deleted messages are not sent to
a trash can but to a filing cabinet.
More importantly, “organizations should establish
privacy policies that deal with all media of communication used by employees, rather than singling out
email as if it posed some unique threat to employee
privacy” [9]. In an article prepared for the Electronic
Messaging Association in 1994, Johnson and Podesta
[9] spelled out what employers need to consider
when formulating their email policies. Such policies
require organizations to think about and respond to
several questions, including:
• Who has a stake in establishing email policy?
• What baseline legal rights and duties constrain any
email policy?
• What criteria should be used to evaluate a proposed policy?
• Has the policy been disclosed in advance?
An email policy that recognizes employee expectations of privacy creates an atmosphere of trust among
managers and employees without preventing the
organization from protecting its rights and responsibilities. On the other hand, such a policy requires
that the organization implement more elaborate and
potentially costly procedures [9]. It asks that the company take a larger role in thinking about and
responding to email’s social and ethical issues. C
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